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Abstract

This paper presents an approach to item pool design that has the potential to improve

on the quality of current item pools in educational and psychological testing and

hence to increase both measurement precision and validity. The approach consists of

the application of mathematical programming techniques to calculate optimal

blueprints for item pools. These blueprints can be used to guide the item-writing

process. Three different types of design problems are discussed, namely for item

pools for linear tests, item pools computerized adaptive testing (CAT), and systems of

rotating item pools for CAT. The paper concludes with an empirical example of the

problem of designing a system of rotating item pools for CAT.

Keywords: Item Pool, Item-Pool Design, Item Response Theory, Mathematical

Programming, Optimal Test Assembly.
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Introduction

In the early days of testing, tests typically had a linear format and once the test

became obsolete, its items were just thrown away. In hindsight, this type of testing

involved a waste of efforts and time. A more efficient type of testing is using item

banking. In item banking, test items are written on a continuous based and tests are

assembled to be optimal from pools of items in the item banking system. Items in the

system are reused and after each administration the response data can be used to

update the estimates of their statistical properties.

The introduction of item banking in testing has led to the introduction of

techniques of automated test assembly. These techniques allow test assemblers to

declare a set of specifications for the test they want from an item pool and to delegate

the actual assembly process to a computer algorithm. An important class of

algorithms is known by the name of Optimal Test Assembly (OTA). The majority of

these techniques are based on the application of mathematical programming.

Typically, these techniques require the formulation of a test assembly model with an

objective function that maximizes the measurement precision of the tests and a set of

constraints to guarantee that the test meets its specifications, for example, with respect

to test length, content, or test format. A review of these techniques is given in van der

Linden (1998).

The fact that tests are assembled to be optimal does not necessarily imply that

their quality is perfect. Generally, a test can never have a better quality than permitted

by the item pool from which it is assembled. Because the technique of designing good

item pools is still in its infancy, item pools currently in use in educational and

psychological testing are often unbalanced. For example, they may consist of a small

set of high-quality items that are often selected for administration, while the majority

of the items are seldom used.

The disadvantages of using such item pools became most obvious when

computerized adaptive testing (CAT) was introduced. The first real-life CAT

programs appeared to be vulnerable to item security problems because of organized

efforts to memorize the subset of popular items in the pool. These efforts were

successful because only a small set of items needed to be memorized to compromise

the pool. Though item-exposure control methods can be applied to guarantee a

maximum exposure rate for the items in the pool, such methods do not fix another
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problem with unbalanced items pools, namely the waste of time and resources

involved in writing and pretesting items that are seldom used.

The best way to overcome these problems is more systematic design and

development of item pools. One of the avenues to improve item pool design is to

begin with the calculation of an optimal blueprint for the item pool to guide the item-

writing process. A blueprint is a document specifying what attributes the collection of

items in the pool should have to serve its testing program in the best possible way.

The current paper focuses on the problem of how to calculate an optimal blueprint for

an item pool. Two different methods for calculating such blueprints will be presented,

one method for item pools in a testing program with tests with a linear format and one

for pools in a CAT program. In addition, we will present a method to design a system

of rotating item pools for use in CAT.

The actual task of writing test items to a blueprint is difficult. The difficulty

does not reside so much in the need to write items with predetermined content

attributes of the items as well as to realize items with statistical attributes, such as p-

values, item-test correlations, and IRT parameters, with predetermined values. It is

common experience that the values of statistical attributes of individual items are only

loosely predictable. At the same time, however, at the level of a pool of items,

statistical attributes often show persistent patterns of correlation with content

attributes. In this paper, these patterns are used to calculate the blueprint for a new

item pool.

Overview of the Literature

Boekkooi-Timminga (1991) presented a method of item pool design for the

assembly of linear test forms. The method is based on the technique of integer

programming. It can be used to optimize the design of item pools that have to support

the assembly of a future series of linear test forms. The method assumes an item pool

calibrated under the one-parameter logistic (1PL) or Rasch model. The methods in the

current paper are also based on mathematical-programming techniques. One of the

differences with the method in Boelckooi-Timminga is that Boekkooi-Timminga's

method follows a sequential approach calculating the numbers of items required in the

pool for each individual test form at a time, where the methods in the current paper

use a simultaneous approach.
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A description of the process of developing item pools for CAT is given in

Flaugher (1990) and Segall, Moreno, and Hetter (1997). Both authors outline several

steps in the development of item pools. Flaugher discusses current practices at these

steps. Segall, Moreno, and Hetter explain the procedure that is followed to construct

item pools for the CAT version of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery

(ASVAB). A common feature of the process described in Flaugher and the method in

the present paper is the use of computer simulation in the design process. However, in

Flaugher's outline, computer simulation is used to evaluate the performance of an item

pool once the items have been written and field-tested whereas in the current paper

computer simulation is used to design an optimal blueprint.

A rather different approach is described by both Stocking and Swanson (1998)

and Way, Steffen and Anderson (1998; see also Way, 1998). They address the

problem of designing a system of rotating item pools for CAT. This system assumes

the presence of a master pool from which operational item pools are generated. A

basic quantity in this method is the number of operational pools each item should be

included in. By manipulating this number, desired exposure rates for the test items

can be set. The same goal is realized by one of the methods in the current paper;

however, this method is based on the application of an entirely different type of

mathematical programming.

Analysis of Design Problem

Before focusing on the problem of designing an item pool, we have a closer

look at the notion of test specifications. Test specifications can be categorized in

several ways. In optimal test assembly, test specifications are formulated as

constraints in a mathematical programming model. Based on the mathematical shape

of these constraints, test specifications can be characterized as constraints on

categorical item attributes, on quantitative item attributes, and on inter-item

dependencies (van der Linden, 1998).

Categorical Constraints

Categorical item attributes partition the item pool into a series of subsets. Examples of

such attributes are item content, cognitive level, format, author, and answer key. A

test specification that is formulated as a categorical constraint generally constrains the
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distribution of the items in the test over the subsets. If the items are coded by multiple

attributes, their Cartesian product partitions the item pool. Test specifications can then

also be formulated as a joint or conditional distribution over this partition.

A natural way to represent categorical item attributes is by a table. A fictitious

example for a mathematics test is given in Table 1. One item attribute is content, C,

with levels Geometry, Algebra, and Statistics); the other is item type, T (with levels

Basic Skills and Application). In Table 1, the distribution of the items in the pool is

[Insert Table 1 about here]

represented by the numbers Thy, kJ, and n., which are the numbers of items in cell

(i,j), row i, column j, and the total table, respectively. If a test is to be assembled from

this pool, a number of items have to be selected. Let the number of items to be

selected from each subset be denoted as ro, ty, rj, and r.. We may impose the

following set of constraints on the selection of items in the test:

1. Number of Geometry items testing Application equal to eight (r12 = 8);

2. Number of Basic Skills items equal to nine (r.1 = 9);

3. Number of Geometry items equal to four (71. = 4);

4. Total number of items equal to 25 (r.. = 25).

Note that this set of constraints not only fixes certain numbers of items from

some of the cells in Table 1 directly, but also constrains the numbers from the other

cells in the table. For example, the first and last constraints together imply that the

number of Application items on Algebra or Statistics is equal to four. Mathematically,

this constraint can be denoted as r12+r13=4. This example shows that the same set of

test specifications can be represented by different sets of mathematical constraints.

From the theory of mathematical programming it is known that some of these sets are

more efficient than others. It is not the focus of this paper to discuss the efficiency of

constraint formulation; for a paper on this topic, see Veldkamp (submitted).

Quantitative Constraints

Unlike categorical constraints, quantitative constraints do not impose bounds on

numbers of items. Instead, they impose bounds on a function of the values of the

items on a quantitative attribute, mostly on their sum or average. Examples of

quantitative item attributes are: word counts, exposure rates, values for item response

theory (MT) information functions, expected response times, and such classical item

parameters as p-values and item-test correlations.
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As an example of a quantitative constraint, consider a constraint on response

time that imposes a bound on the sum of the expected response times of the items in

the test for the examinees. This type of constraints is useful if examinees have a fixed

amount of time available to take the test. It is important to note that though each

possible combination of items in the test defines a unique sum of expected response

times, the reverse does not hold. Unlike categorical attributes, constraints with

quantitative attributes have no one-one correspondences with item distributions.

Instead, they imply sets of different distributions each of which feasible with respect

to the constraint. Later in this paper, this property is exploited to choose a distribution

to represent a quantitative constraint that is optimal with respect to an objective

function.

Observe that it is possible to discretize quantitative item attributes and

represent them by a table, just as categorical attributes. For example, if we discretize

the expected response times of the items, their scales of possible values is replaced

by a finite grid of values, td , with d=1,...,D. The number of points on the grid as well

as their spacing is free.

Below, we will use Q to represent the table defined by the product of joint grid

for all quantitative attributes in the test assembly model, which will have an arbitrary

cell denoted by q. Likewise, the symbol C is used to represent the table defined by all

categorical attributes in the model, with an arbitrary cell denoted by CE C. A cell in the

joint table defined by C and Q will be denoted as (c,q)e CxQ. An optimal blueprint for

an item pool is a table CxQ with optimal values of nu for its cells.

Constraints on Inter-Item Dependencies

The defining characteristic for this type of constraints is that it deals with relations of

exclusion and/or inclusion among items in the pool. Two items exclude each other,

for example, if one item contains a clue to the answer to the other item. We will call

such items "enemies". In test assembly, it is possible to constrain the test to have no

more than one item from each known set of enemies. Usually, the occurrence of

enemy sets in an item pool is not planned; they just happen to be there. In practice, we

deal with such sets by distributing the items in them over different test forms. Also, in

practice the number of enemy sets in an item pool is generally low. The position taken

in this paper is that the presence of enemies is a problem of test assembly- -not of item

pool design. It will therefore be ignored in the remainder of this paper.
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However, some other types of constraints on interdependent items have to be

included in the design process. Items can be organized around common stimuli, for

example, a reading passage in a reading comprehension test or a description of an

experiment in a biology test. We will use "item sets" as a generic term for this item

format. Typically, the items in the sets in the test are selected from larger sets

available in the pool. If so, constraints have to be added to the test assembly process

to define how many items in the item set can be selected in the test. Besides, selecting

item sets often involves constraints on categorical (e.g., content) and quantitative

(e.g., word counts) attributes of the stimuli. Methods for designing item pools should

be able to handle such complicated relationships.

Methods of Item Pool Design

Design methods have been developed for item pools for different types of

tests. In this section, we will describe methods for designing pools for linear tests with

item sets and for use in computerized adaptive testing (CAT). In addition, a method

for designing a set of rotating item pools in CAT will be discussed.

Linear Tests

A design method for pools for linear tests with item sets can be based on the

following three-stage procedure introduced in van der Linden, Veldkamp and Reese

(1998):

1. A blueprint for a pool of items is designed using an integer-programming

model ignoring the item set structure. The blueprint is calculated using a

mathematical programming model that constrains the distributions of the items

over their categorical and quantitative attributes. The model has an objective

function that minimizes the costs of item writing.

2. A blueprint for a pool of stimuli for the item sets is designed using the same

methodology as for the pool of items. The model now constrains the

distribution of the stimuli over their categorical and quantitative attributes and

the objective function minimizes a cost function for writing the stimuli.

3. Items and stimuli in the two blueprints are assigned to the each other to form a

new blueprint for a pool of item sets. The assignment is done using a separate

mathematical programming model that constrains the assignment to deal with

the numbers of items available in the various cells of the CxQ table and the

10
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numbers required in the item sets. The objective function is of the same type

as above.

We will now discuss the mathematical programming models in somewhat

more detail

Calculating Item Pool Blueprint. The objective function of the integer-programming

model minimizes a cost function for writing the items. In general, costs of item

writing are hard to assess. For some combinations of attributes it is easier to write

items that for others. When no knowledge about the item writing process is available,

a simple approach is to base the cost function on the distribution of the items in a

typical previous pool.

Let xcq denote the frequency of the items in cell (c,q) in a table for a previous

pool. These frequencies contain information on the efforts involved in writing items

for the various cells in the table. Cells with relatively large frequencies represent

combinations of categorical and quantitative attribute values that tend to go together

often; apparently, such items are easy to produce. On the other hand, empty cells

seem to point at combinations of attribute values that are difficult to produce. A

monotonically decreasing function of xcq, denoted as co(xcq) , will be used as an

empirical measure of the efforts involved in writing items with the various possible

combinations of attribute values. A simple cost function is p(x). , which requires

xcq>0. Other choices are possible tough.

We assume that the item pool has to serve the assembly of f=1,...,F test

forms, each with possible different specifications. The integer-programming model

for designing a blue print for a pool of items for these forms can be formulated as

follows:

Minimize I I E (pc, Ilk,'
f c q

subject to

I I /,(0k)nic,-?-7f(ek) k=1,...,K,
c q

nm c=1,...,C,

(minimizing costs) (1)

(test information) (2)

(categorical constraints) (3)
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(quantitative constraints) (4)

f1,...,F, cEC, qEQ. (integer decision variables) (5)

The objective function in Equation 1 minimizes the sum of the item writing

costs across all items in the F forms. For each form the constraints in Equation 2

require the test information function at ok , k=1,...,K, to be larger than a predetermined

set of target values. The objective function in Equation 1 guarantees that these bounds

are approached from above. The categorical constraints imposed on the forms are in

Equation 3. Lower bounds nfc are set only; the objective function in Equation 1

guarantees that the constraints are always satisfied as equality at optimality. The same

holds for the quantitative constraints in Equation 4.

Solving the model in Equation 1-5 gives us the set of optimal numbers of items

in the table, nftq, that together constitute the blueprint for the item pool.

Calculating Stimuli Pool Blueprint. The method for calculating a blueprint for a pool

of stimuli is formally similar to the one for designing the items. Tables C and Q

are now defined for the sets of categorical and quantitative attributes that describe the

stimuli in the test forms the item pool has to support. It should be observed that table Q

is expected to be much smaller than Q, because psychometric attributes for stimuli are

rare. Sometimes item sets have to meet constraints with respect to aggregated statistical

attributes, such as sums of p-values or average bi values. However, such aggregates

belong to the set of items associated with a stimulus--not to the stimulus itself.

Constraints on aggregated attributes are therefore dealt with in the item-assignment

model below.

The integer-programming model for the blueprint of stimuli follows directly

from Equations 1-5. The cost function q)c.g can be derived from the distribution of

stimuli in the previous item pool. If the number of stimuli is small and the number of

stimulus attributes large, taking the inverse of the table frequencies may not work

well. If so, other cost functions must be considered. Just as in the previous model, the

bounds in the categorical and quantitative constraints represent the specifications for

the item sets in the various test forms.
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Assigning Items to Stimuli. The final step is to assign the items in the CxQ table to the

stimuli in the C'xQ' table. A regular assignment model from mathematical programming

can be applied to optimize this step. Such a model has decision variables for each

combination of cell in CxQ and C'xQ' that take the value 1 if an item from the cell in

CxQ is assigned to a stimulus in the cell in C'xQ' and the value 0 otherwise. The model

also has an objective function that is to be maximized or minimized. Like the previous

two models, a function representing the costs of assigning an item to a stimulus is used.

The cost function, q) , is defined on the Cartesian product of the tables CxQ and

C 'x Q . This function represents the costs of writing an item with attributes (c,q) for a

stimulus with attributes (c ',q ' ). The constraints in the assignment model are needed: (1)

to represent the maximum and minimum number of items and stimuli available in each

cell; (2) to constrain the size of the item sets that have to be formed; and (3) to deal with

possible aggregated quantitative items attributes that item sets are required to have. For a

detailed example of an assignment model, see van der Linden, Veldkamp & Reese

(2000).

Computerized Adaptive Testing.

The process of designing on optimal blueprint for an item pool for use in CAT is

somewhat more complicated. One of the reasons for this is that in CAT the goal is to

have a test for each examinee with optimal information at his/her ability level. It is

thus impossible to set a target for the test information function as in Equation 3.

Another complication is that the number of different test forms is potentially as large

as the number of examinees.

In Veldkamp and van der Linden (2000), an alternative method is described

for designing a blueprint for CAT item pools. The method shares some of its logic

with the method for developing blueprints for paper-and-pencil testing. Like the

previous method, the set of specifications for the CAT is analyzed and all item

attributes figuring in the specifications are identified. The result of this step is again a

classification table that is the product of all categorical and quantitative item

attributes. Each cell of the table represents a possible type of item in the pciol.

However, unlike the design problem for linear tests, to obtain the optimal

numbers ncq for the table, we do not solve a mathematical programming model but run

a computer simulation of the CAT for the ability distribution of the intended

13
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population of examinees. In this simulation, the "items" available are the cells in the

table, the examinees are sampled from an ability distribution estimated from historic

data, and the test specifications are imposed on the CAT through a shadow test

approach. (The notion of CAT with shadow tests will be explained below.). During

the simulation, the number of times an item is selected from a cell in the table is

counted. The blueprint for the item pool is calculated from these counts.

CAT with Shadow Tests. The shadow test approach has been developed to guarantee

that all test specifications in a CAT are met, even when the items are selected

adaptively (van der Linden & Reese, 1998, van der Linden, 2000). The items in the

CAT are selected using a two-stage procedure. First, a linear test (=shadow test) of

the required length of the CAT that meets all constraints is assembled from the pool.

The test is also required to contain all items already administered and is assembled to

be optimal at the examinee's current ability estimate. Second, the item to be

administered is selected from the free items in the shadow that is optimal contribution

at the ability estimate. As a result of this two-stage selection procedure, each adaptive

test meets all constraints and has items that are always optimal.

The algorithm for constrained CAT with shadow tests can be summarized as

follows:

1. Choose an initial value of the examinee's ability parameter Ok

2. Assemble the first shadow test such that all constraints are met and the objective

function is optimized.

3. Administer an item from the shadow test with optimal properties at the current

ability estimate.

4. Update the estimate of 0, as well as all other parameters in the test assembly

model.

5. Return all unused items to the pool.

6. Assemble a new shadow test fixing the items already administered.

7. Repeat Steps 3-5 until all n items have been administered.

Integer Programming Model in CAT Simulations. In the CAT simulations, an integer-

programming model is used to assemble the shadow test. The choice for an integer-

programming model is motivated by the fact that in principle a shadow test may need

14
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more than one item from the same cell in the CxQ to be optimal at the current ability

estimate.

To introduce the model, the following notation has to be introduced:

ncq: integer variable for cell (c,q) in table CxQ, that is, ncq=0, 1, ...;

ki. estimate of 0 after k-1 items have been administered;

41: set of cells with nonzero decision variable after k-1 items have been

administered;

1,(0 ): Fisher information in the response on item i for an examinee with

ability 0 ;

ne: number of items in category c to be selected in each CAT;

nq: number of items in interval q to be selected in each CAT;

pcq : costs of writing an item for cell (c,q).

The model for the assembly of the shadow test for the selection of the kth item

in the CAT simulation can be presented as:

Minimize I 9 , ncg
q

subject to

E I q(0 (9 k), k=1,...,K,

nq = k 1, (C,q) E Sk-1,
c q

ncq n c=1,...,C,

nq nq , q=1,. ,Q,

cE C, qEQ.

(minimizing costs) (6)

(test information) (7)

(previous administered items in the test) (8)

(categorical constraints) (9)

(quantitative constraints) (10)

(integer decision variables) (11)

The model has an objective function (Equation 6) for the shadow tests that

minimizes a cost function for writing the items in the pool. The information on the

15
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ability parameter at the ability estimate in the CAT is bounded from below by a target

value, T, in Equation 7. The constraint in Equation 8 requires the k-1 previously

administered items to be in the test. Because of this constraint, the attribute values of

these items are automatically taken into account when selecting the kth item. Equation

9 and 10 guarantee that the CAT meets all categorical and quantitative constraints.

Calculating the Blueprint for the Item Pool. In the simulation study, it is counted how

often an item in cell (c,q) is administered. The blueprint for the item pool is calculated

from these counts. The idea is to calculate the blueprint such that all items will tend to

have an equal exposure rate if the item pool is realized and used in operational testing.

A uniform item exposure rate is generally considered to be ideal because it prevents

both item security problems due to overexposure of a small number of items and loss

of resources involved in the writing and pretesting of items that are hardly used at all.

Let the counts be equal to Ncq and let M be the maximum number of times an

item can be exposed. The blueprint has the following number of items in cell (c,q):

(12)

This formula is justified by the following argument: If the ability distribution in the

CAT simulations is a reasonable approximation to the true ability distribution in the

population, Ncq predicts the number of items needed from cell (c,q). However, to meet

the required exposure rates, these numbers should be divided by M. If hq is not an

integer it should be rounded upward.

An empirical example of this method for designing item pools for CAT can be

found in Veldkamp and van der Linden (2000).

Computerized Adaptive Testing with Rotating Item Pools.

A different way to deal with item security in CAT is to use a system of rotating item

pools. The pools are taken from a master pool and assembled to be parallel. They

rotate both over time and locations to prevent examinees from predicting what item

pool they will get. The idea of rotating item pools was first described in Stocking and

Swanson (1998). The main design question in this section approach is how to design a

system of parallel rotating item pools.

In the method of Stocking and Swanson (1998), all the items are assigned to

item pools using their weighted deviations model (Swanson & Stocking, 1993). The

16
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objective function in this method is to minimize the differences between the

individual item pools and the average item pools with respect to (1) the number of

items with the required categorical and quantitative attributes and (2) item

information at a selected grid of 0 values. The method requires the specification of a

set of weights to reflect the importance of the differences. In Stocking and Swanson

(1998) this method is applied to get both systems of overlapping and nonoverlapping

item pools. The possibility of overlap between item pools is used to permit the

selection of underused items in more than one pool. If the exposure rates of the items

are known, the number of times they are assigned to an item pool can be used to

approximate the ideal of uniform item exposure for all items in the master pool for the

population of examinees.

Ariel, Veldkamp, and van der Linden (2002) present a different approach to

assembling a system of rotating item pools. Their method is a two-step method based

on the values of the item attributes instead of the observed exposure rates of the items.

In the first step, items with similar attribute values are assigned to interim sets. In the

second step, the items in the interim sets are assigned to item pools. The method was

motivated by Gullikpen's (1950) matched random subsets method which was

developed to split a test into two parallel halves to estimate a largest lower bound to

the test reliability. A formalization of Gulliksen's method based on mathematical

programming is given in van der Linden and Boekkooi-Timminga (1988).

We will discuss the method only for the case of the item difficulty and

discrimination parameters and a system of two rotating item pools. The generalization

to more attributes and larger numbers of item pools follows immediately. Let i and j

be any two items in the master pool (i, j=1,..., I). The similarity between i and j is

measured by a distance function

54 =I ai a) +w I k (distance function) (13)

where a denotes the item discrimination parameters, b the difficulty parameter, and w

is a weight factor that can be used to correct for differences in scale between a and b.

4.3.1 Linear Programming Models

To find interim pairs of similar items the following linear programming

problem has to be solved:



n-1 n

Minimize E ESu*

subject to
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(objective function) (14)

+Ex;; .1, j=1,...,/ (item pairs) (15)
i<j b.;

;4=0,1i i, j=1,...,1. (binary decision variables) (16)

The objective function in Equation 14 is minimized to get interim pairs that are as

similar as possible. Equation 15 guarantees that every item belongs to only one

interim pair.

In the second step of the method, items in the interim pairs, which we denote

as Qr.? r=1,...,R, are assigned to the two item pools p=1,2. To make the pools parallel

we want to minimize the difference in information in the pools at a selected grid of

ability values, ek, k=1,...,K.

The decision variables in the model are variables yip which take the value 1 if

item i is assigned to pool p and 0 otherwise. The following model for'or the assignment

of the items is proposed:

minimize z (objective function) (17)

subject to

Eiic0 oyi.-E/,(0k)yp
ixj

Ey,p p=1,2, r=1,...,R,
iEQ,

Exp =1, i=1,...,/.

k=1,...,K , (pool information) (18)

(each pool one item from each pair) (19)

(each item assigned to one pool) (20)
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yip=0,1. (binary decision variables) (21)

The objective function in Equation 18 minimizes the difference in information

between the two pools. To guarantee that each pool receives an item from each pair

Equation 19 has been included in the model. Equation 20 requires that each item be

assigned only once to an item pool.

If overlapping item pools are required, Equation 20 should be replaced by

E y,, =,, i = 1,...,1 (item i assigned to ne pools) (22)

where n; P denotes the number of pools item i is assigned to and P is the total

number of pools.

Like the previous design models in this paper, the model in Equation 17-21

can be extended with constraints to deal with all possible kinds of categorical and/or

quantitative constraints the items pool have to meet.

Empirical Example. An empirical example of the design problem of a rotating item

pool system is given. (For the full example, see Ariel, Veldkamp and van der Linden,

2002). The master pool was a previous pool of 2,131 items from the Law School

Admission Test (LSAT) all calibrated using the 3-parameter logistic model

(Hambleton, Swaminathan & Rogers, 1991). The total number of categorical item

attributes led to a content table with nine cells, which we label as CI, C9. The

number of items per cell ranged from 97 to 371. In addition to the item parameters in

the 3-parameter response model, we had word counts per item as a quantitative

attribute. Stocking's (1994) recommendation that an item pool have a size

approximately 12 times the length of the test was followed in that we assembled a

system of four nonoverlapping item pools.

In the first stage, the model in Equation 14-16 was solved using the heuristic

approach of simulated annealing. A heuristic was used because the model was too

large to find an optimal solution. For a description and application of the technique of

simulated annealing, see Veldkamp (1999); for a theoretical introduction, see van

Laarhoven and Aarts (1987).

19
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In the second stage, items from the interim sets were assigned to the four

nonoverlapping item pools. The software package AHvIMS 3.2 (Paragon BV, 2000)

was used to solve the model in Equation 17-21. The information in the pools in

Equation 19 was constrained at Ok = -1, 0, 1. Also, the total word count for each item

pool was set constraint to a reasonable value close to 20 percent of the total number of

words in the master pool.

In order to evaluate the parallelness of the four item pools, CAT simulations

from these pools were conducted. In addition, CAT simulations were conducted directly

from the master pool. A shadow test approach was used to impose constraints on the

CAT with respect to the content attributes, word counts, and length of the CAT. Both the

shadow tests and the items picked for administration were selected to maximize the

information at the current ability estimate. For each pool, 1,000 examinees were

randomly sampled from a standard normal distribution for 0.

The average variances of the estimated ability parameters and the total number of

items used in the CAT were used to compare the results (for these criteria, see

Hambleton, Swaminathan & Rogers, 1991, p.94). The results are given in Table 2. They

show the CAT simulations from the four pools yielded results that were closely

enough to consider the pools to be parallel. In addition, the average variance of the

ability estimates for each of the four pools was slightly higher than for the master

pool, but that the total number of items used from the four pools (612) was

dramatically larger than the number used from the master pool. These results are as

expected: conducting a CAT directly from the master pool gives us more space to

adapt the item selection to the examinees' abilities, but if we move to a system of four

pools, the CAT is forced to spread its usage of the pools in much better way.

[Insert Table 2 about here]

Discussion

Typically, item pools are no static entities. In most testing programs, tests are

assembled from the pool and new items are pretested and added to the pool on a

continuous basis. Hence, two important tasks of item pool management are: (1)

monitoring the developments in the item pool; and (2) instructing item writers to write

new items to complete the pool. The models in this paper can easily be adapted for

use in item pool management. The only thing needed is to correct the decision

20
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variables in the models for the numbers of items and stimuli currently available in the

pool.

The principle is illustrated for the model in Equations 1-6. Let v, be a

constant representing the current number of items in cell (c,q) in the pool and 77 eq a new

decision variable denoting the number of items to be written for this cell. The only

adaptation necessary is substituting v,+n for the old decision variables in the model.

If the current items in the pool reveal new patterns of correlation between

categorical and quantitative attributes, the cost functions op can be updated by

defining them on v, rather than the frequencies x for the previous item pool, or

perhaps on a weighted combination of both. This practice is recommended, for example,

if the item writers form a categorical attribute in the definition of table CxQ and new

item writers have been hired.
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Table 2
Results form CAT Simulations

Average
Variance

Number
of Items

Used

Master Pool .156 189

Four Item Pools
Pool 1 .175 149
Pool 2 .181 157
Pool 3 .181 155
Pool 4 .182 151
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